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“Keep an eye on this young,
sly Southern writer –
she’s one to watch!”
— Susan Werner
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Only a handful of young singers offer both spunk and sensibility. – Jim Blum, Folk Alley
To say that Mama’s Skirt, the debut album of emerging 25-year-old singer/songwriter Ashley Wells,
is easy on the ears and hard to forget would be somewhat of an understatement. The combination
of her rich and captivating vocals, strong melodies, and insightful lyrics results in a record that
Susan Werner has called “timeless.” Respected DJ and the force behind Folk Alley, Jim Blum, takes
note as well saying, “Ashley Wells is just getting started, and I would recommend following her
career.”
The sensibility that Jim Blum refers to is evident in the title track “Mama’s Skirt.” In this
contemporary country rock song, Ashley paints a poignant image of herself as a shy child hiding
behind her mother’s skirt and tells of her transformation into an empowered adult when courage
pays her a visit with these words of wisdom: “staying safe ain’t no way to grow.”
That struggle to grow can be heard in the gut-wrenching rock ballad “Powerless.” Contrary to its
title, the song is full of power. Beginning with intimate vocals and a single guitar, the song builds
with intensity, erupting with a full band and wailing slide guitar solo.
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1 Don’t Wanna Remember (3:29)
2 Mama’s Skirt (4:00)

But angst is not the only story Ashley has to tell. “All Around,” an ode to Pantheism if you will,
stands out on the record as an example of Ashley’s more sophisticated writing abilities. Her
soothing voice and evocative lyrics, drenched with imagery, sink listeners into a satisfying peace
while a variety of instruments simmer over a steady, subtle groove. Blum calls it “well crafted with
variety and a sweet message…one of the strongest on the album.”

3 Until Then (4:19)

Contrasting the poetic depth of “All Around” is the light and playful “Love & Peanut Butter,” which
depicts the charming innocence of young lovers without a dime. This catchy tune has proven to be
a favorite among fans, with its bouncy melody and clever play on words.

7 Angels Above (3:23)

Fans, however, should not be fooled. Beneath this image of innocence lies a cunning attitude that
sneaks through in songs such as “There You’ll Be” (an unforgiving look at ineffective pursuits of
happiness) and “Sinner’s Blues” (a traditional blues tune that affectionately puts the heat on
Christianity, with Ashley asking, “Will He really mind it if I just show a little skin?”).

9 As If Nothing’s Changed (3:14)

4 Powerless (3:03)
5 All Around (3:00)
6 There You’ll Be (2:46)

8 Sinner’s Blues (2:32)

10 Love & Peanut Butter (3:02)

Mama’s Skirt is the culmination of two years of collaboration with Co-Producer and Sound Engineer Kenny McWilliams of Archer Avenue Studio. Careful
attention was given to each song to provide arrangements that would exemplify its character and style. Helping bring the arrangements to life is studio
musician Don Russo, whose down-and-dirty guitar licks put the sin in “Sinner’s Blues” and tender mandolin playing in “Don’t Wanna Remember”
(a traditional bluegrass ballad about the difficulty of moving on after the end of a relationship) is reminiscent of sighs of regret.
Raised in South Carolina, just a few hours away from the Appalachian Mountains, the Americana influence heard on Mama’s Skirt is as authentic as the
country twang inherent in Ashley’s voice. Although classically trained at an early age, singing was never the focus of Ashley’s musical training. Instead, she
studied the piano, saxophone, and later earned her degree in music as a concert oboist. Only after fulfilling a classical musician’s dream of studying in Austria
did she discover that the lack of interaction with audiences in classical performances was failing to meet a deep, inner need. Craving a way to connect with
audiences on a personal level, she declined her music scholarship and turned to what had always come naturally to her, singing and songwriting. Listening to
Mama’s Skirt, it is clear that Ashley Wells has indeed found her natural talents.

Ashley Wells is currently booking her 2010-2011 tours.
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